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Considered A Crack or Risk.Q: PHP '0' converted to 'G' I have a strange problem. I have
a variable $var that has a string "0". All of a sudden "0" was converted to "G" (0x1F).
As a result I have a code that was meant to generate a http request that now does
something else. As you can see here I need this to generate a http request because

this is part of a system that gives easy access to the internet and for security reasons
we cant use GET Any ideas why this is converted? Is it a php bug or a feature? Thanks.
A: Since you are saying you need this to generate a http request, I'm going to assume
you mean something like: $url = sprintf('', $var); If so, the problem is the content-type
header of the HTTP request you are making is being interpreted by the HTTP server as
text/plain which is text. All HTTP requests have headers, and there is usually a default
one provided by the HTTP server. If you want to change the header, then you need to
specify it in the request. This is normally done by setting the HTTP_ACCEPT header.

You are going to need to specify the value as a MIME type and the value of the
parameter in the query string. So, your call would look like: $url = sprintf('', $var,

'-content-type', 'application/octet-stream'); See the documentation for details.
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